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MADE FOR MAKING

MEMORIES
At T.R. McTaggart, we sell many different things, but what we make are memories.

Those shirts you bought your kids at the lake store all those summers ago? Every 
time they wore them you thought back to Fourth of July on the pontoon and how 
excited they were to watch the fireworks.

We made those shirts.

Or your dad’s campground hoodie he gave you when you got cold by the campfire. 
It was about 100 sizes too big but it was warm and soft and smelled just like him.

That was us.

Or the candle your grandma had up at the cabin that smelled just like Christmas. 
To this day every time you smell pine needles you think of her.

We made that, too.

Yep, we’re in the memory-making business and we’ve been doing it for over 50 
years. We partner with the small businesses, shops, and boutiques at the 
destinations you’re passionate about. We design and print the retail-ready apparel, 
souvenirs, and gifts they sell that become part of your story.

Located in Standish, Michigan on the sunrise side of the state, our people know 
a thing or two about the woods, water, and destinations where your customers 
adventure. We bring that expertise to every design we make, shirt we print, or 
candle we pour.

There are a lot of companies out there that do what we do, but few do it like us.

Anybody can print a shirt.

But at T.R. McTaggart, we make memories.

T.R. McTaggart



AL6004 ALLMADE UNISEX TRI-BLEND LONG SLEEVE TEE
BRIGHT WHITE | DESIGN #29719



AL6004 ALLMADE UNISEX TRI-BLEND LONG SLEEVE TEE
BRIGHT WHITE | DESIGN #29719

MICHIGAN-TONIA
The perfect trifecta of designs that’ll have your customers in awe 

no matter what direction they’re looking from.

AL6004 ALLMADE UNISEX TRI-BLEND LONG SLEEVE TEE
BRIGHT WHITE | DESIGN #29712 & 29625
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RURAL PAINTED SKYLINE
A collection that is totally worth the view!

C112 PORT AUTHORITY SNAPBACK TRUCKER CAP  
BLACK/HEATHER GREY | DESIGN #28920

LEFT: G500L GILDAN HEAVY COTTON WOMEN’S TEE | ICE GREY | DESIGN #29736
RIGHT: 6210 NEXT LEVEL UNISEX CVC SHORT SLEEVE CREW | SILK | DESIGN #29734



PC850H PORT & COMPANY FAN FAVORITE FLEECE PULLOVER HOODED SWEATSHIRT
WHITE | DESIGN #29737 & 29735 8



DT6100 DISTRICT V.I.T. FLEECE HOODIE
CHARCOAL | DESIGN #29706



DT6100 DISTRICT V.I.T. FLEECE HOODIE
CHARCOAL | DESIGN #29706

RADIANT VIBES
Add a pop of color - or three - to your store this season with a design

that stands out from the rest.
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6918 LAT FINE JERSEY LONG SLEEVE TEE
BLACK | DESIGN #29706

1533 NEXT LEVEL WOMEN’S IDEAL RACERBACK TANK
MIDNIGHT NAVY | DESIGN #29706



THE GREAT UNSALTED

SS4500 INDEPENDENT TRADING CO.
MIDWEIGHT HOODED SWEATSHIRT

MAROON | DESIGN #29376

5180 HANES 
BEEFY-T SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRT
HEATHER BLUE | DESIGN #29707

Prepare to fall in love with our Unsalted Collection! 
A group of designs that are versatile when paired with any 

garment and show the love for all things fresh water.
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PC099LS PORT & COMPANY BEACH WASH GARMENT-DYED LONG SLEEVE TEE
PEWTER | DESIGN #29708





BECOMING 
RETAIL-READY

FINISHING
The tag – its paper quality, weight, texture and the placement on 

the apparel are not things we take lightly. Your customers don’t think 
about these choices, but they are an important part of driving value 

perception and pushing sales in-store. At T.R. McTaggart, we are 
focused on elevating all aspects of our finishing options. Need your 
garments stickered, folded, bagged, rolled or wrapped? We do that 

with a focus on ease of purchase, driving margin and value perception. 

MERCHANDISING
Our business is part of a larger family of brands – and one of those 

focuses on offering apparel to travelers in our home state of Michigan. 
The apparel and designs we pair together for you, and the ways you 

merchandise them drive in-store customer spend. We know 
this – we live it. We work with brands across the country to design 
merchandising solutions that drive profit margin and sell-through, 
helping you to profitablility while successfully managing inventory. 

PRICING
As supply chain constraints contribute to driving costs upward, we 

are focused on supporting your business to drive profit and margins 
higher. We market-test retail pricing in our own stores and can help offer 

insight into suggested retail pricing – whether through a good/better/best 
offering, unique product mix or specific revenue or profitability goals. 
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TRMCTAGGART.COM | ORDERS@TRMCTAGGART.COM | 800.433.0983


